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Abstract
We show that, by using recently developed exact resummation techniques based on the
extension of the methods of Yennie, Frautschi and Suura to Feynman’s formulation of
Einstein’s theory, we get quantum field theoretic descriptions for the UV fixed-point
behaviors of the dimensionless gravitational and cosmological constants postulated by
Weinberg. Connecting our work to the attendant phenomenological asymptotic safety
analysis of Planck scale cosmology by Bonanno and Reuter, we predict the value of the
Λ
≃ (2.379 ×
cosmological constant Λ. We find the encouraging estimate ρΛ ≡ 8πG
N
−3
4
10 eV ) .
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In Ref. [1], Weinberg suggested that the general theory of relativity may have a
non-trivial UV fixed point, with a finite dimensional critical surface in the UV limit,
so that it would be asymptotically safe with an S-matrix that depends on only a finite
number of observable parameters. In Refs. [2–6], strong evidence has been calculated using
Wilsonian [7] field-space exact renormalization group methods to support Weinberg’s
asymptotic safety hypothesis for the Einstein-Hilbert theory. As we review briefly below,
in a parallel but independent development [8–17], we have shown [18] that the extension of
the amplitude-based, exact resummation theory of Ref. [19] to the Einstein-Hilbert theory
leads to UV-fixed-point behavior for the dimensionless gravitational and cosmological
constants, but with the added bonus that the resummed theory is actually UV finite
when expanded in the resummed propagators and vertices’s to any finite order in the
respective improved loop expansion. We have called the resummed theory resummed
quantum gravity. More recently, more evidence for Weinberg’s asymptotic safety behavior
has been calculated using causal dynamical triangulated lattice methods in Ref. [20]1 .
At this point, there is no known inconsistency between our analysis and those of the
Refs. [2–6, 20]. The stage is therefore prepared for us to make contact with experiment,
as such contact is the ultimate purpose of theoretical physics.
Toward this end, we note that in Ref. [22, 23], it has been argued that the attendant phenomenological asymptotic safety approach in Refs. [2–6] to quantum gravity
may indeed provide a realization of the successful inflationary model [24, 25] of cosmology without the need of the as yet unseen inflaton scalar field: the attendant UV fixed
point solution allows one to develop Planck scale cosmology that joins smoothly onto the
standard Friedmann-Walker-Robertson classical descriptions so that then one arrives at
a quantum mechanical solution to the horizon, flatness, entropy and scale free spectrum
problems. In Ref. [18], we have shown that in the new resummed theory [8–17] of quantum gravity, we recover the properties as used in Refs. [22, 23] for the UV fixed point of
quantum gravity with the added results that we get “first principles” predictions for the
fixed point values of the respective dimensionless gravitational and cosmological constants
in their analysis. In what follows here, we carry the analysis one step further and arrive
at a prediction for the observed cosmological constant Λ in the context of the Planck scale
cosmology of Refs. [22, 23]. We comment on the reliability of the result as well, as it will
be seen already to be relatively close to the observed value [26, 27]. While we obviously
do not want to overdo the closeness to the experimental value, we do want to argue that
this again gives more credibility to the new resummed theory as well as to the methods in
Refs. [2–6, 20]. More reflections on the attendant implications of the latter credibility in
the search for an experimentally testable union of the original ideas of Bohr and Einstein
will be taken up elsewhere [28].
The discussion is organized as follows. We start by recapitulating the Planck scale
cosmology presented phenomenologically in Refs. [22, 23]. We then review our results in
1

We also note that the model in Ref. [21] realizes many aspects of the effective field theory implied by
the anomalous dimension of 2 at the UV-fixed point but it does so at the expense of violating Lorentz
invariance.
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Ref. [18] for the dimensionless gravitational and cosmological constants at the UV fixed
point. We then combine the Planck scale cosmology scenario in Refs. [22, 23] with our
results to predict the observed value of the cosmological constant Λ.
More precisely, we recall the Einstein-Hilbert theory
L(x) =

1 √
−g (R − 2Λ)
2κ2

(1)

where R is the curvature scalar, g is the√determinant of the metric of space-time gµν ,
Λ is the cosmological constant and κ = 8πGN for Newton’s constant GN . Using the
phenomenological exact renormalization group for the Wilsonian [7] coarse grained effective average action in field space, the authors in Ref. [22, 23] have argued that the
attendant running Newton constant GN (k) and running cosmological constant Λ(k) approach UV fixed points as k goes to infinity in the deep Euclidean regime in the sense
that k 2 GN (k) → g∗ , Λ(k) → λ∗ k 2 for k → ∞ in the Euclidean regime.
The contact with cosmology then proceeds as follows. Using a phenomenological
connection between the momentum scale k characterizing the coarseness of the Wilsonian graininess of the average effective action and the cosmological time t, the authors
in Refs. [22, 23] show that the standard cosmological equations admit of the following
extension:
K
1
8π
ȧ
GN ρ
( )2 + 2 = Λ +
a
a
3
3
ȧ
ρ̇ + 3(1 + ω) ρ = 0
a
Λ̇ + 8πρG˙N = 0
GN (t) = GN (k(t))
Λ(t) = Λ(k(t))

(2)

in a standard notation for the density ρ and scale factor a(t) with the Robertson-Walker
metric representation as


dr 2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
ds = dt − a(t)
+ r (dθ + sin θdφ )
(3)
1 − Kr 2
so that K = 0, 1, −1 correspond respectively to flat, spherical and pseudo-spherical 3spaces for constant time t. Here, the equation of state is taken as
p(t) = ωρ(t),

(4)

where p is the pressure. In Refs. [22,23] the functional relationship between the respective
momentum scale k and the cosmological time t is determined phenomenologically via
k(t) =
2

ξ
t

(5)
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Figure 1: Graviton loop contributions to the scalar propagator. q is the 4-momentum of
the scalar.
for some positive constant ξ determined from requirements on physically observable predictions.
Using the UV fixed points as discussed above for k 2 GN (k) ≡ g∗ and Λ(k)/k 2 ≡ λ∗
obtained from their phenomenological, exact renormalization group (asymptotic safety)
analysis, the authors in Refs. [22, 23] show that the system in (2) admits, for K = 0, a
solution in the Planck regime where 0 ≤ t ≤ tclass , with tclass a “few” times the Planck
time tP l , which joins smoothly onto a solution in the classical regime, t > tclass , which coincides with standard Friedmann-Robertson-Walker phenomenology but with the horizon,
flatness, scale free Harrison-Zeldovich spectrum, and entropy problems all solved purely
by Planck scale quantum physics.
While the dependences of the fixed-point results g∗ , λ∗ on the cut-offs used in the
Wilsonian coarse-graining procedure, for example, make the phenomenological nature of
the analyses in Refs. [22, 23] manifest, we note that the key properties of g∗ , λ∗ used for
these analyses are that the two UV limits are both positive and that the product g∗ λ∗ is
cut-off/threshold function independent. Here, we review the predictions in Refs. [18] for
these UV limits as implied by resummed quantum gravity theory as presented in [8–17]
and show how to use them to predict the current value of Λ.
We start with the prediction for g∗ , which we already presented in Refs. [8–18]. Given
that the theory we use is not very familiar, we recapitulate the main steps in the calculation
in the interest of completeness. Referring to Fig. 1, we have shown in Refs. [8–17] that
the large virtual IR effects in the respective loop integrals for the scalar propagator in

3

quantum general relativity can be resummed to the exact result
′′

i∆′F (k)|resummed =

ieBg (k)
(k 2 − m2 − Σ′s + iǫ)

(6)

for (∆ = k2 − m2 )
Bg′′ (k)

d4 ℓ
1
16π 4 ℓ2 − λ2 + iǫ
1
2
(ℓ + 2ℓk + ∆ + iǫ)2


m2
κ2 |k2 |
ln
,
=
8π 2
m2 + |k2 |
2 4

= −2iκ k

R

(7)

where the latter form holds for the UV regime, so that (6) falls faster than any power
of |k 2 |. An analogous result [8] holds for m=0. As Σ′s starts in O(κ2 ), we may drop it in
calculating one-loop effects. It follows that, when the respective analogs of (6) are used
for the elementary particles, one-loop corrections are finite. It can be shown actually that
the use of our resummed propagators renders all quantum gravity loops UV finite [8–17].
We have called this representation of the quantum theory of general relativity resummed
quantum gravity (RQG).
We stress that (6) is not limited to the regime where k 2 ∼
= m2 but is an identity that
2
holds for all k . This is readily shown as follows. If we invert both sides of (6) and recall
the formula for the exact inverse propagator, we get
′′

−1
′
−Bg (k)
∆−1
F (k) − Σs (k) = (∆F (k) − Σs (k))e

(8)

where the free inverse propagator is ∆−1
F (k) = ∆(k) + iǫ and Σs (k) is the exact proper
self-energy part. We introduce here the loop expansions
Σs (k) =
Σ′s (k)

=

∞
X

n=1
∞
X

Σs,n (k)



κ2
4π 2

n

Σ′s,n (k)



κ2
4π 2

n

n=1

and we get, from elementary algebra, the exact relation
− Σs,n (k) = −

n
X
j=0

Σ′s,j (k)



−4π 2 Bg′′ (k)
κ2

n−j

/(n − j)!

(9)

where we define for convenience −Σs,0 (k) = −Σ′s,0 (k) = ∆−1
F (k). This proves that every
Feynman diagram contribution to Σs (k) corresponds to a unique contribution to Σ′s (k) to
all orders in κ2 /(4π) for all values of k 2 . QED.
4

When we use our resummed propagator results, as extended to all the particles in the
SM Lagrangian and to the graviton itself, working now with the complete theory
L(x) =

√
1 √
−g (R − 2Λ) + −gLGSM (x)
2
2κ

(10)

where LGSM (x) is SM Lagrangian written in diffeomorphism invariant form as explained
in Refs. [8, 10], we show in the Refs. [8–17] that the denominator for the propagation of
transverse-traceless modes of the graviton becomes (MP l is the Planck mass)
c2,ef f
q 2 + ΣT (q 2 ) + iǫ ∼
,
= q2 − q4
360πMP2 l

(11)

where we have defined
X

c2,ef f =

nj I2 (λc (j))
(12)

SM particles j

∼
= 2.56 × 104
with I2 defined [8–17] by
I2 (λc ) =

Z

∞

dxx3 (1 + x)−4−λc x

(13)

0

2m2

and with λc (j) = πM 2j and [8–17] nj equal to the number of effective degrees of particle j.
Pl
In arriving at (12), we take the SM masses as follows: for the now presumed three massive
neutrinos [29,30], we estimate a mass at ∼ 3 eV; for the remaining members of the known
three generations of Dirac fermions {e, µ, τ, u, d, s, c, b, t}, we use [31–33] me ∼
= 0.51 MeV,
mµ ∼
= 0.17 GeV,
= 8.9 MeV, ms ∼
= 5.1 MeV, md ∼
= 1.78 GeV, mu ∼
= 0.106 GeV, mτ ∼
mc ∼
= 1.3 GeV, mb ∼
= 4.5 GeV and mt ∼
= 174 GeV and for the massive vector bosons
±
80.4
GeV,
MZ ∼
W , Z we use the masses MW ∼
= 91.19 GeV, respectively. We set the
=
∼
Higgs mass at mH = 120GeV, in view of the limit from LEP2 [34, 35]. We note that (see
the Appendix 1 in Ref. [8]) when the rest mass of particle
j is zero, such as it is for the
√
photon and the gluon, the value of mj turns-out to be 2 times the gravitational infrared
cut-off mass [26, 27], which is mg ∼
= 3.1 × 10−33 eV. We further note that, from the exact
one-loop analysis of Ref. [36], it also follows that the value of nj for the graviton and its
attendant ghost is 42. For λc → 0, we have found the approximate representation
ln ln λ1c
1
11
1
∼
I2 (λc ) = ln
− ln ln
−
.
1 −
1
λc
λc ln λc − ln ln λc
6

(14)

These results allow us to identify (we use GN for GN (0))
GN (k) = GN /(1 +
5

c2,ef f k 2
)
360πMP2 l

(15)

and to compute the UV limit g∗ as
g∗ = 2lim k 2 GN (k 2 ) =
k →∞

360π ∼
= 0.0442.
c2,ef f

(16)

We stress that this result has no threshold/cut-off effects in it. It is a pure property of
the known world.
Turning now to the prediction for λ∗ , we use the Euler-Lagrange equations to get
Einstein’s equation as
Gµν + Λgµν = −κ2 Tµν
(17)

in a standard notation where Gµν = Rµν − 12 Rgµν , Rµν is the contracted Riemann tensor,
and Tµν is the energy-momentum tensor. Working then with the representation gµν =
ηµν + 2κhµν for the flat Minkowski metric ηµν = diag(1, −1, −1, −1) we see that to isolate
Λ in Einstein’s equation (17) we may evaluate its VEV(vacuum expectation value of both
sides). For any bosonic quantum field ϕ we use the point-splitting definition (here, : :
denotes normal ordering as usual)
ϕ(0)ϕ(0) = lim ϕ(ǫ)ϕ(0)
ǫ→0

= lim T (ϕ(ǫ)ϕ(0))
ǫ→0

(18)

= lim{: (ϕ(ǫ)ϕ(0)) : + < 0|T (ϕ(ǫ)ϕ(0))|0 >}
ǫ→0

where the limit ǫ ≡ (ǫ, ~0) → (0, 0, 0, 0) ≡ 0 is taken from a time-like direction respectively.
Thus, a scalar makes the contribution to Λ given by2
R 4
2
2
2
2
d k (2k02 )e−λc (k /(2m )) ln(k /m +1)
Λs = −8πGN
2(2π)4
k 2 + m2
1
(19)
∼
],
= −8πGN [ 2
2
GN 64ρ
where ρ = ln λ2c and we have used the calculus of Refs. [8–17]. The standard equaltime (anti-)commutation relations algebra realizations then show that a Dirac fermion
contributes −4 times Λs to Λ. The deep UV limit of Λ then becomes, allowing GN (k) to
run as we calculated,
Λ(k) −→
k 2 λ∗ ,
k 2 →∞
c2,ef f X
λ∗ = −
(−1)Fj nj /ρ2j
2880 j

(20)

∼
= 0.0817
We note the use here in the integrand of 2k02 rather than the 2(~k 2 + m2 ) in Ref. [18], to be consistent
with ω = −1 [37] for the vacuum stress-energy tensor.
2

6

where Fj is the fermion number of j, nj is the effective number of degrees of freedom of j
and ρj = ρ(λc (mj )). We see again that λ∗ is free of threshold/cut-off effects and is a pure
prediction of our known world – λ∗ would vanish in an exactly supersymmetric theory.
For reference, the UV fixed-point calculated here, (g∗ , λ∗ ) ∼
= (0.0442, 0.0817), can be
compared with the estimates in Refs. [22,23], which give (g∗ , λ∗ ) ≈ (0.27, 0.36). In making
this comparison, one must keep in mind that the analysis in Refs. [22, 23] did not include
the specific SM matter action and that there is definitely cut-off function sensitivity to
the results in the latter analyses. What is important is that the qualitative results that
g∗ and λ∗ are both positive and are significantly less than 1 in size with λ∗ > g∗ are true
of our results as well.
To see that the results here, taken together with those in Refs. [22, 23], allow us to
estimate the value of Λ today, we take the normal-ordered form of Einstein’s equation
: Gµν : +Λ : gµν := −κ2 : Tµν : .

(21)

The coherent state representation of the thermal density matrix then gives the Einstein
equation in the form of thermally averaged quantities with Λ given by our result in (19)
summed over the degrees of freedom as specified above in lowest order. In Ref. [23], it
is argued that the Planck scale cosmology description of inflation needs the transition
time between the Planck regime and the classical Friedmann-Robertson-Walker regime at
ttr ∼ 25tP l . We thus introduce
Λ(ttr )
8πGN
−MP2 l MP2 l (ktr ) X (−1)F nj
=
64
ρ2j
j

ρΛ (ttr ) ≡

(22)

and use the arguments in Refs. [38] (teq is the time of matter-radiation equality) to get
the first principles estimate, from the method of the operator field,
2
−MP4 l (1 + c2,ef f ktr
/(360πMP2 l )) X (−1)F nj
ρΛ (t0 ) ∼
=
64
ρ2j
j
2/3

teq
t2tr
× ( 2/3 )3
2
teq
t0
2
−MP l (1.036)(−9.197 × 10−3 ) (25)2
ρΛ (t0 ) ∼
=
64
t20
∼
= (2.379 × 10−3 eV )4 .
×

(23)

where we take the age of the universe to be t0 ∼
= 13.7 × 109 yrs. In the latter estimate,
the first factor in the second line comes from the period from ttr to teq which is radiation dominated and the second factor comes from the period from teq to t0 which is
7

matter dominated 3 . This estimate should be compared with the experimental result [27]
ρΛ (t0 )|expt ∼
= (2.368 × 10−3 eV (1 ± 0.023))4.
To sum up, in addition to our having put the Planck scale cosmology [22, 23] on a
more rigorous basis, we believe our estimate of ρΛ (t0 ) represents some amount of progress
in the long effort to understand its observed value in quantum field theory. Evidently, the
estimate is not a precision prediction, as hitherto unseen degrees of freedom may exist and
they have not been included. Moreover, the value of ttr cannot be taken as precise, yet.
We do look forward, however, to additional possible checks from experiment, to which we
return elsewhere [28].
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The method of the operator field forces the vacuum energies to follow the same scaling as the nonvacuum excitations.
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